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New Mumbai Police Bepant Video: Take Your Kids For Free To Mumbai Film Festival 2018 New Mumbai Police Bepant
Video: Take Your Kids For Free To Mumbai Film Festival 2018 Videos Similar to "New Mumbai Police Bepant Video: Take

Your Kids For Free To Mumbai Film Festival 2018" Welcome To Mumbai Film Festival The world-class film festival kicked off
in Mumbai today. There are some 50 films in the festival, which last for five days and plays to a packed audience at

various venues in the city. The screening of "The Wachowski-directed "virtual reality" feature "Bepant" at the prestigious
International Film Festival of India (IFFI) on Monday was very timely, bringing the festival to the youngsters and creating a

buzz on the eve of the event. Performers like Shahrukh Khan, Sonam Kapoor and Vivek Oberoi were seen in the promo
video. Mumbai Film Festival has a library that has some 100 films that will be screened, which include features, short,

documentaries, animation, etc. For the first time, the festival will have an interactive programme called 'Movies Without
Borders' where you get to check out the latest films from the country of your choice. In the talk show programme, the

audience gets to ask the filmmaker questions after watching the films. "In the talk show programme, the audience gets to
ask the filmmaker questions after watching the films. The theme is 'Open Borders'," a source told IANS. Director Aditya

Chopra also joined the fun of the event, commenting, "It's been a wonderful experience for me. The audience is so
receptive and the festival is getting bigger every year." Actor Irrfan Khan, who participated in the festival, said, "The last

two years I got to see the festival through the screen of the auditorium or watching at home. To see it in the real sense, to
see it through the eyes, it's an amazing experience." It is being organised by the Maharashtra state-run film body CINEMA
SCREEN CHAMBERS. In a function that highlights the age-old divide in the country over the border-free concept, most of

the films being screened on Monday were on the other side of the border, including the Indian entry "Bepant." "Bepant" is
a VROOM (virtual reality omniscient mode) experience that is all set to be released in a few weeks. The film was shot with
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